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Making patterns when creating something is indeed part of the human experience.
While this can extend to many areas of our lives, if we stick to actual patterns created
in art, it almost seems an innate human trait. One example where you might see this
is if you are expecting, and the future grandmother crochets a wonderful blanket for
the expected grandchild. Chances are that you will see patterns in the blanket
regardless of grandma's educational background.
Both the wallpaper group and frieze groups involve symmetry. For the wallpaper
group the symmetry must be both vertical and horizontal. Such a pattern is indeed
ideal for wallpaper and for floor tiles as well. I do not know how popular the usage of
wallpaper is today but, chances are if you have any floor tiling in your home (maybe
kitchen or bathroom) you can check for wallpaper symmetry. The frieze group only
has one line of symmetry. A good place to search for a frieze group pattern might be
trimming on a wall that has a design.
For the frieze groups I used the interactive website http://www.geom.uiuc.
edu/java/Kali/program.html
Here is an example from the frieze groups:

For creating wallpaper I used the Escher Web Sketch site at: http://escher.epfl.
ch/escher/.

Here is a sample fo the p3 wallpaper:

Here is a sample of the p6 wallpaper:

Here is another sample of wallpaper symmetry...can you guess which one it is?

The symmetries for the wallpaper involve symmetries with rectangles, squares,
rectangles, parallelograms, rhombuses and the hexagons. They are very familiar
geometries that show up in nature as well as in our artwork and society. I think it only
beautiful and natural that these patterns would show up not only in the Alhambra,
but in artwork from around the world.
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